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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What sort of workers do we
need as Australia grapples
with rapid changes in
technology?
Recent developments in automation
and artificial intelligence require
a more highly trained population.
The PhD is the pinnacle of tertiary
training; holders are well placed
to help us take advantage of
the opportunities of these new
technologies. However, only 1.17% of
Australians have doctoral degrees,
and traditionally many PhD
graduates stay within academia.
There is much human potential to
be unlocked if we can match these
graduates with industry employers
who are looking for highly skilled
workers.
At the moment, some 50% of
PhD graduates leave academia on
completion of their degree. Recent
research suggests that most PhD
graduates are employed in areas
like banking, mining and energy,
healthcare, and engineering1. This
pattern of employment reflects the
large number of graduates Australia
produces in STEM areas. However,
there are also a large number of
PhD graduates in the humanities,
practice-based disciplines, and the
arts. We need to broaden out our
idea of where PhD graduate talent
can be employed.
This report summarises the demand
for highly trained researchers in
Australia and New Zealand in 2017
using data provided by Burning Glass
Technologies and a novel algorithm
designed by researchers at the
Australian National University and
Data61/Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO), called ‘PostAc® ’.
The PostAc® algorithm was
developed using machine learningbased natural language processing
(ML-NLP) at a scale of over 1.4 Million
authentic job advertisements
and includes nine criteria2, which
describe the skills and capabilities
developed during PhD study.
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The PostAc® algorithm can show
us the potential employment
options for PhD graduates. Our
research indicates that some 80%
of employers who are asking for
highly skilled researchers in their
advertisements do not use the
keyword ‘PhD’ to attract potential
employees. This finding suggests
there is a large, untapped ‘hidden job
market’ for PhD graduates. This report
shows the size and extent of this
hidden job market, and where the
jobs are located in Australia.
In summary this report shows that:

• There is a large demand for
workers with skills consistent with
PhD graduates. Some 62,380 jobs
in 2017 sought PhD level skills.

• PhD skills are needed in a wide
range of industries, from banks to
supermarkets. Emerging creative
industries, such as streaming
services and software publishing,
have very high needs for research
trained people.

• The greatest density of PhD level
jobs, per head of population, is
Canberra, followed by the Northern
Territory, then Sydney and
Melbourne.

• Given that PhD enrolments by
Australian citizens are flatlining
across the sector, this report shows
that Australia is not producing
enough PhD graduates to meet
industry demand for highly skilled
researchers.

• The conventional format for
the PhD: independent research
captured in the form of a
dissertation, does not cater to
all the needs of the research
economy. Employers are
looking for people with highly
sophisticated communication skills
that are not packaged by default in
the PhD experience.

industry collaboration is crucial
to ensure PhD training remains
relevant to Australian job markets.

THE POSTAC®
ALGORITHM FOUND
62,380 RESEARCH
INTENSIVE JOBS
WERE ADVERTISED
IN 2017
What is the demand for
highly skilled researchers in
Australia and New Zealand?
For this project, the PostAc® research
team at ANU analysed data available
via the Burning Glass Technologies
NOVA raw jobs and data feed.
The Burning Glass Technologies
database included more than 9
million unique job advertisements
across 1,800 occupations in Australia
and New Zealand between 20122018, drawn from more than
10,000 online sources across all
states and territories. Burning
Glass Technologies collected these
advertisements, removed duplication,
and interpreted them based on
NLP and a sophisticated proprietary
taxonomy of jobs and skills. This
allowed a standardised view of the
skills, experience, occupation and
industry for each job posting.
The PostAc® algorithm found 62,380
highly research intensive jobs from
the 1.4 million job advertisements
Burning Glass Technologies indexed
in 2017: 4% of the total job market.

• Employers of researchers want
people with experience and
knowledge of their industry sector,
suggesting that internships and
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During development, job
advertisements were ranked by
human coders on a spectrum. Jobs
requiring little to no research skills
were ranked at zero up to the most
research-intensive at 10. The research
team at ANU drew a ‘PhD threshold’
at seven, where jobs started to
mention high degrees of autonomy,
critical thought and creativity,
consistent with PhD holders.
The distribution of the 1.4 million job
advertisements supplied by Burning
Glass Technologies are shown in the
figure above. The PhD threshold is
shown as a dotted line:

Where is the best place for a
PhD degree holder to live?
As we might expect, the distribution
of research-intensive jobs in
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Australia broadly reflects the overall
population distribution.
Around 10,000 jobs of the highly
ranked jobs did not include
location data. Of the 59,035
remaining research-intensive job
advertisements, most were located
in New South Wales, followed by
Victoria, then Queensland, Western
Australia and South Australia. The
lowest number of research-intensive
jobs were in the ACT, The Northern
Territory and Tasmania. Our data
set included New Zealand, where
some 8,426 job advertisements were
classed as highly research-intensive.
However, when we analysed the
number of potential jobs PhD
graduates have access to by head of
population, a slightly different picture
emerged. While the total number of

potential jobs might be lower, some
PhD graduates will have access to
a larger relative pool of researchintensive jobs than others. Based on
this analysis, the best region for a
PhD holder to live in Australia was
the ACT, with double the available
jobs of any other region, followed
by the Northern Territory. New
South Wales, Victoria, and Western
Australia had half the relative
number of research-intensive jobs
and Queensland, Tasmania, and
South Australia had the smallest
relative pool of potential research
employment.
Below is a table showing the number
of predicted jobs per head of
population, based on the 2016 census
data sourced from the ABS website3.

Region

Total population
based on latest
census data

Number of researchintensive jobs
predicted by PostAc®
algorithm in 2017

Number of research
jobs per head of
population

ACT

395,200

1,638

0.004

NSW

7,480,228

19,042

0.002

NT

228,833

963

0.003

NZ

4,693,000

8,425

0.001

QLD

4,703,193

7,463

0.001

SA

1,676,653

2,283

0.001

TAS

509,965

792

0.001

VIC

5,926,624

11,369

0.002

WA

2,474,410

5,421

0.002
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WHAT KIND OF JOBS CAN
PHD STUDENTS ASPIRE TO?
What industries are looking for researchers? The Burning Glass Technologies data set classifies jobs
following the Australian and New Zealand Standard Industry Classification (ANZSIC). Using the PostAc®
algorithm, it is possible to predict the industries with the highest number of jobs for researchers.
The top twenty industries with the most job opportunities for researchers are, in descending order:

State government
administration

18,396

11,584

Hospitals

8,654

Computer system
design and
related services

Accounting

7,559

4,833

Central government
administration

Other
telecommunications
network operation

Public administration

Local government
administration

Scientific research
services

Legal services

General insurance

Software publishing

Other social
assistance services

Engineering design
and consultancy
services6

3,996

2,108

1,649

1,899

1582

2,451

1,736

1,495

Electricity distribution

Educational
support services

Supermarket and
grocery stores

992

4,619

2,627

Health care and social
assistance

1,269

4

Banking, finance and
investment services5

1,178

Other transport
support services

1,031

861
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Industries with the lowest number
of jobs for this data set are, as might
be expected, sports administration,
construction, property management,
repair, and maintenance workers.
The total number of researchintensive jobs the algorithm
predicts in each industry gives us
a sense of the absorptive capacity
of the Australian and New Zealand

workforce, but not the appetite
for research workers within each
industry sector. Some industries rely
on research more than others.
When we look at the distribution
of research skills intensive jobs
within the various industry sectors,
a slightly different picture emerges.
This analysis shows us which
industry sectors will be more likely

to be looking to hire someone with
advanced research skills. In this
set, we see creative industries, like
design, publishing and content
creation, and non-store retailing
make an appearance. If these creative
industries were to grow, we could see
a dramatic increase in the number of
highly skilled researchers needed.

The top twenty research-intensive industries in this data set are:
Industry sector

Number of jobs
advertised ranked as
highly research intensive

% of researchintensive jobs out of
total jobs advertised

Max predicted
research intensity
ranking

Computer system design and
related services

4833

53

10

Accounting services

4619

53

10

Scientific research services

1899

55

9

Software publishing

1582

58

9

Data processing and web hosting services

593

60

9

Non-store retailing

573

66

9

Internet publishing and broadcasting

420

46

9

Computer and electronic office
equipment manufacturing

412

48

9

Credit reporting and
debt collection activities

258

69

9

Superannuation funds

191

49

9

Cable and other subscription
broadcasting

164

50

9

Electricity transmission

147

63

9

Central banking

142

68

9

Lottery operation

132

46

8

Professional scientific and
technical services

111

67

10

Electricity distribution

92

47

9

Exploration

50

55

9

Book publishing

23

57

8

Electronic information storage systems

22

47

9

Music and other
sound recording activities

13

78
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PhD skills at work: what do
employers want from their
researchers?
Job ads are essentially a ‘wish list’ for
the perfect employee. Examining job
ad text gives us insights into what
skills and capabilities employers
are looking for in various parts
of the economy. By sorting job
advertisements according to research
skills intensity and then examining
the text, we can see what sort of skills
and capabilities employers want and
need.
Industry case studies showing what
kind of jobs are suitable for graduates
with high levels of research skills will
be of interest to both Masters and
PhD candidates seeking employment
in specific sectors. Universities can
use these case studies as teaching
material to give candidates up to
date information on what jobs await
them.
What follows is two short case
studies, as a demonstration of
the kind of analysis the PostAc®
algorithm makes possible.
PhD skills at work: in banking
The banking sector has been
established as a large employer for
Australian PhD graduates4, but what
kinds of activities are researchers
doing inside banks? We extracted all
the jobs advertised by two of the four
major banks in Australia for closer
analysis.
Research intensive jobs in banks
tend to be located in the ‘high risk
/ high reward’ parts of the banking
business. Both banks wanted
people who could use large data
sets to predict business outcomes
and shape business strategy. Jobs
called for all kinds of sophisticated
communication skills, including
conflict management. There was a
clear desire for people who are very
detail-oriented in the banking sector,
which reflects the nature of the work.
Employers seem to prefer people
with knowledge of the sector and
global context of banking, who
can interpret legislation and solve
problems, while seeking new
business opportunities. Banks also
needed people who could diagnose

6

what had gone wrong when
problems occurred and do root cause
analysis and reports that could help
prevent losses in the future.

Example job titles for
research intensive jobs
in banks

Communication skills were
foregrounded in most of the jobs
and ranged from relationship
management, negotiation, and
influencing to the ability to tell
compelling stories.

Analyst

Example job titles for
research intensive jobs
in supermarkets

Business Banking Specialist

Agile Quality Assurance Lead

Compliance and Awareness
Analyst

Analytics Manager

Manager Business Information
Operational Risk Analyst
Operational Risk and Compliance
Manager

and Modelling
Campaign Analytics Manager
Commercial Analyst
Commercial Integration Manager

Product Manager

Commercial Relationship Executive

Relationship Manager

Communications Officer

Retail Risk Analyst

Customer Strategy and Campaign
Analyst

Strategy Manager

Digital Product Manager

Wealth Risk Management

Financial Services Analytics
Specialist – Customer Insights

PhD skills at work: in supermarkets
It might be surprising to think of PhD
graduates working for supermarket
chains, but this is an excellent
place to see the effect of changing
technology in the workplace. The
research team at ANU extracted
all the jobs from the Burning Glass
Technologies data set listed by the
two major supermarket chains in
Australia. They then examined the
job titles and the job advertising
text to see what kind of skills
and capabilities these employers
expected in their research-oriented
hires.
Supermarkets require people who
can manipulate big data sets and
use data to solve real-world problems
related to aspects of their business,
like marketing, customer service
and supply chain logistics. Jobs
were located in various parts of the
business operations and included:
sophisticated financial planning and
forecasting, analysists of customer
buying behaviour, space organisation
and product placement, new product
sourcing and long-chain logistics.

Payments Analyst, Credit Cards
Procurement Governance &
Capability
Procurement Process Manager
Program Delivery Manager
Range Analyst
Retail Merchandise Specialist
Senior Analyst Planning and
Reporting
Space Optimisation Specialist
Transport Operations Manager
Vendor Replenishment Planner

For more case studies,
please contact the
PostAc® team.
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What skills do non-academic
employers value most?
The word cloud below represents
the relative desire non-academic
employers held for skills and
capabilities in communications,
analysis, and problem solving.
Consistent with previous research,
that suggests that employers are
looking for ‘soft skills’, the most
frequently asked for skill set was
in communication, both written
and oral. Followed closely by skills
sets around project management
and planning, it’s clear that detailoriented people are highly desirable.
Words related to getting things done
like ‘meeting deadlines’, ‘decision
making’, ‘detail-oriented’, and
‘scheduling’ reflect the expectation
that people at this level of
competency are self-directed workers
who can also manage the work of
others.
As we might expect, given a large
number of jobs in commercial fields
like banking and finance, terms
from business development were
standard. The next most requested
skill set was ‘verbal and oral
communication’ along with similar
capabilities such as ‘negotiating’, and
‘stakeholder management’. Technical
skills related to digital platforms

are also evident; specific skills with
platforms like AutoCAD, Microsoft
Office, SAP, Javascript, Linux, Oracle,
and SQL were requested, as well
as more general descriptions such
as software development skills and
computer literacy.
Words like ‘articulate’ and ‘leadership’
make frequent appearances in our
word cloud, suggesting employers
are looking for people who can exert
influence, internally and externally.
Businesses want people who can
build effective relationships with
a range of different stakeholders.
However, it’s also clear that
companies expect their analytical
experts to take on a supportive role
in their organisation and adapt their
research work to business priorities.
This last quality might be at odds
with the independence of thought
and autonomy that we attempt to
foster in PhD candidates.
The overwhelming majority of
jobs in our datasets call for some
experience in industry settings. This
experience varies, but even entrylevel positions include an expectation
that candidates will have exposure to
industry problems and commercial
settings.
Based on this data set, the ideal PhD
graduate is someone with 5–7 years

of experience in an industry setting
who can work on problems using
cutting edge research methods
and tools. This person should have
sophisticated communication skill
sets to deal with both internal and
external stakeholders over a range of
media.
The research team’s analysis of the
text of job advertisements shows that
high-level research skills are typically
coupled with highly sophisticated
communication and negotiation
skills. This finding challenges the
current PhD pedagogy, which still
has an examination system focussed
on the production of a dissertation. If
non-academic employers are looking
for researchers with broad suites of
communication skills in addition to
analytical capabilities, changes to
the PhD curriculum and experience
should be considered.
These findings trouble the standard
selection criteria for PhD programs,
which are overwhelmingly focussed
on previous educational attainment,
not experience outside academia.
Universities should give serious
thought to the purpose and structure
of their PhD programs and build
in chances for candidates to gain
this industry experience or bring in
students who possess it already.

a ‘wish
kind
in
nsive
these
ed in
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NON ACADEMIC
RESEARCH CAREER MODEL
enterprises. Social skills and technical
skills enable our PhD graduates to
assess workplace or customer needs
and bring their technical skills to bear
through problem-solving. Problemsolving is the site where researchers
can create value, either through
the development of products
and services or by optimising and
streamlining processes inside an
organisation

various research methods. Outside
the triangle are various skills ‘bundles’
that work together to help PhD
graduates achieve outcomes. Social
skills and project management skills
enable people to work in teams
towards common goals in the
workplace. Project management
skills and technical skills combine
to help PhD graduates produce
the complex deliverables that are
demanded by knowledge-intensive

The PostAc team have developed a
new skills framework for researchintensive jobs. This framework
can help researcher developers to
prepare PhD candidates for nonacademic career destinations. The
framework includes a vital ‘core’
set of capabilities and knowledge.
The research-intensive job skills
framework includes communication
skills, subject matter knowledge
and ability to choose and employ
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SKILLS
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TOP 17 RESEARCH-INTENSIVE
JOB TITLES FROM
BURNING GLASS TECHNOLOGIES
2017 DATA SET

MARKET
RESEARCH
MANAGER

SKILLS AUDITOR

PROJECT
COORDINATOR

EPIDEMIOLOGIST

INSOLVENCY
PRACTITIONER
SECURITY
MANAGER

SYSTEMS
ANALYST

BUSINESS
FINANCIAL
SYSTEMS
CONTROLLER ANALYST

NETWORK
MANAGER
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
INTEGRATOR

BUSINESS
ANALYST

PROCUREMENT
SPECIALIST

ICT
DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER

DATABASE
ANALYST

MARKET
RESEARCH
ANALYST

WEB
PROG.

Skills Auditor

3451

Computer Systems Integrator

2482

Insolvency Practitioner 2414

Business Analyst

1894

Market Research Manager

1634

Security Manager

Procurement Specialist

1415

Project Coordinator

1343

Epidemiologist

1211

Systems Analyst

1099

ICT Development Manager

1088

Financial Controller

1013

Business Systems Analyst

949

Database Analyst

773

Network Manager

428

Market Research Analyst

269

Web Programmer

192
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The PostAc® story
The pathway from university
qualification to stable and fulfilling
employment has never been entirely
smooth. Indeed, matching university
graduates to jobs remains a task
that governments, employers – and
of course, graduates themselves –
agonise over.
Yet, while the pathway from
coursework undergraduate or
postgraduate degree to perfect
employment can be tricky, the
pathway from higher research
degree to employment outside of
the university sector is only more
complicated. This difficulty is, of
course, partly due to the nature of
the qualification. Higher research
degrees were initially designed as a
training program for new academics.
Employment outside of the university
sector remains ‘alternate’ in the
minds of many PhD supervisors and
universities. Yet at present, half of all
PhD graduates in Australia and New
Zealand land employment outside
universities following graduation; as
time goes on, more will leave the
university sector.
This influx of highly skilled
researchers could be a boon for the
broader economy.
We believe in the power of research
to change lives and societies, and
we believe highly skilled researchers
working in a wider variety of industry
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sectors is important to our future
economic prosperity. PhD graduates
represent one of the most potent
vehicles for enhanced collaboration
and knowledge transfer between
academia and industry.
There are many challenges to
moving more PhD graduates into
industry sectors outside of academia.
Many academics, particularly
supervisors and research developers,
acknowledge we are not doing
enough to prepare our graduates
for the non-academic employment
landscape. Nor are we adequately
preparing employers to receive them.
Our ongoing research indicates that
non-academic employers do not tend
to recognise the skills, capacities, and
opportunity the qualification entails.
Finally, the diversity of PhD graduates
themselves makes providing career
advice difficult.
This gap prompted the foundation
of PostAc®.
Since 2017, a team from the
Australian National University and
Data61/CSIRO have worked to build
an ML-NLP algorithm that can
systematically identify researchintensive jobs outside universities.
We are now able to that knowledge
to students and universities via the
PostAc® service: a website and app
which enables PhD candidates
to search through a large set of
research-intensive jobs. PostAc® adds

a suite of learning material to help
guide research students in tailoring
their training and skills to industry
needs. The team behind PostAc®
are driven by a passion for providing
insightful, data-driven, evidencebased, and personalised career
mentoring to PhD students and
graduates.
PostAc® is a new kind of an
educational data analytics service
and job search engine, designed
for automated analysis of job
advertising texts at a scale of over
a million posted ads each year and
works on any web browser5. Its
bespoke online activities hold the
promise of transforming Australasian
higher-degree-research education:
informing students’ initial decisions
regarding enrolment in an MPhil or
PhD program; guiding their approach
to skills development throughout
their study; and helping supervisors,
universities and policymakers in
education design and delivery. More
widely, we envisage PostAc® serving
as a useful template for researchinformed learning and career
planning.

You can find out more about
PostAc® at PostAc.com.au, or
by following PostAcApp at
Twitter and YouTube.
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The brains behind PostAc®
A/Prof Hanna Suominen is a Research Program Leader
at the ANU Research School of Computer Science.
Hanna also works as the Team Leader of Theory &
Applications of Multimodal Pattern Analysis within
the ML group of Data61/CSIRO. Her core interest is in
developing and evaluating methods and applications
of ML/NLP, and her research has led to real-life
products for medical and sports industries.

A/Prof Inger Mewburn is the Director of Research
Training at ANU. Her team provides professional
development opportunities for researchers across
the university. Inger has specialised in the study of
research education and research student support
since 2006, with particular interests in research
student experience, PhD graduate employability, as
well as social media and blogging.
Dr Will Grant is a Senior Lecturer and the Graduate
Studies Convener within the Australian National
Centre for the Public Awareness of Science at ANU.
Will’s research and writing has focused on the
intersection of society, politics and science, and how
the relationships between these are changing with
new technologies. Will’s areas of expertise include
science communication, research, political theory and
philosophy, and social media/social network analysis.

Our partner

PostAc® has been developed by [left to right] A/Prof Hanna
Suominen (ANU and Data61/CSIRO), A/Prof Inger Mewburn
(ANU), & Dr Will Grant (ANU)

Burning Glass Technologies provides the job
advertisement data set on which PostAc® is based.
Based in Boston, Burning Glass provides the world’s
largest and most sophisticated database of labor
market data, and a range of key analytics services
to governments, universities and other institutions
around the world. To find out more about Burning
Glass, visit www.burning-glass.com.
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Accessed from census data provided online at https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/Home/Census?OpenDocument&ref=topBar except for the ACT, which was sourced from Population Australia at https://population.net.au
and New Zealand which was sourced from the World bank.
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Contact us for more information or package
prices for access to PostAc for your students.
web: postac.com.au
Email: postac@anu.edu.au
Phone: 0417 348 083
Twitter: @postacapp

